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Overview

Governance Review – Fit For Purpose Structures

As part of the club’s development plan that the club was working on with the 

support of Ulster Rugby staff, the club decided that there should be a:

• complete review and modification of all club roles and responsibilities,

• a full review with some minor modifications to the Club Constitution

• complete restructuring of all Club Committees and Sub Committees.

The aim of this review was to drive the club towards a one-club structure 

essentially a move from separate Senior/Youth/Ladies and Mini committees to 

a one-club approach with streamlined Executive Committee representing all 

sections as well as operational and autonomous sub-committees.
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What was delivered?

The review committee was open and fully transparent in presenting the proposals to the senior committee and then clear in 

its communication regarding the move to new structures to all sections of the club.

The club, through a small working group that was working on the club Development plan identified Governance structures as an area that we 

needed to focus on to drive the club forward. We firstly documented what our existing Governance structures / processes were across the club 

and a small group (sub-committee) was set up to drive the re structure forward.

The working group spent a lot of time and effort drafting the new structure for our club, a key component was creating draft proposals and working 

with Ulster Rugby Staff to fine tune the proposed new club structures that would work best for our club. The final draft was presented in detail to 

the Senior Committee and a decision was taken to move immediately to the new structures

During this review process we also completed a:

• complete review and modification of all club roles and responsibilities,

• a full review with some minor modifications to the Club Constitution

• complete restructuring of all Club Committees and Sub Committees.
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Why was is successful

•The club did not rush the process, it took around 12 months to review their governance structures.

•The club received great support from staff at Ulster Rugby who worked with us on our Club Development Plan.

•The sub-committee kept driving this review forward and ensured the process did not stall.

What has been the impact?

The move to new governing structures has made a significant impact on operating the club with increased efficiencies and transparency as well 

as enabling the club to move to improve its decision making both in large and small impact areas, for example there were 3 major initiatives that 

had been ongoing for several years that within six months of making these changes had moved either to conclusion or a decision made to 

proceed.

The extensive changes to our club governance have delivered a much more efficient, stream-lined and transparent executive/sub-

committee structure that is now able to make decisions more quickly to drive the club forward. All areas of the club have improved significantly.

All sections of the club have been able to grow financially and the club revenue has increased both in terms of the bar revenue and sponsorship.
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Steps to success

•We had buy-in from all sections of the club and a determination by the group to get this governance review over the line

•We took advantage of the support, expertise and guidance of Ulster Rugby staff to develop a structure that worked for our club

•Communication is key- keeping all sections of the club and stakeholders informed at each step, to increase buy-in and reduce pushback at the   

end of the process 

What has been the impact?

The move to new governing structures has made a significant impact on operating the club with increased efficiencies and transparency as well 

as enabling the club to move to improve its decision making both in large and small impact areas, for example there were 3 major initiatives that 

had been ongoing for several years that within six months of making these changes had moved either to conclusion or a decision made to 

proceed.

The extensive changes to our club governance have delivered a much more efficient, stream-lined and transparent executive/sub-

committee structure that is now able to make decisions more quickly to drive the club forward. All areas of the club have improved significantly.

All sections of the club have been able to grow financially and the club revenue has increased both in terms of the bar revenue and sponsorship.
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What are the key learnings?

The Journey to changing your Governance/Club Structures may not be an easy one and will present challenges that you may not even have 

considered but all the benefits will far outweigh the negatives. In addition, you may only realise the importance of your club constitution when there 

are difficult times, and I would be aware of and review your club trustees and their possible link to the constitution.

One final point, constant, consistent and coordinated communication within all sections of the club is key if this process is to be successful.
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